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 Wagering requirement: 5x for sports and horses, 30x for casino.
Learn More Minimum deposit of $100 is required to claim the welcome bonus.
Learn More Max free play amount is capped at $1000.
 In addition to all the popular sports leagues like the NFL, NBA, UFC, NASCAR, a

nd others, you can take bets on niche sports like competitive skiing, beach voll

eyball, and futsal.
What is Offshore Betting?
Bonus Terms and Conditions
Explore Our Betting App Guides
 You must go on to predict if the team in question will lose by or win within a 

certain margin of points set by the bookie.
888Sport website functionality
888Sport attracts with its orange-black palette and business-like style.
Bookmaker&#39;s initial focus was exclusively British players and therefore, mai

n sports featured on the website are soccer, horse racing, cricket and golf.
 By the way, the minimum bet is 1 US dollar.Bet on 888Sport
Live bets are available for many events.
888Sport is famous for its promotions.
 New offers for clients are announced every month, although the main focus of mo

st promotions is soccer.
 In order to get your money you also need to verify your identity.
â�£ï¸� Games of Skill
 In a landmark judgment in 1996, the Supreme Court of India ruled that horse rac

ing was a game of skill and, thus, considered legal in India.
So what are games of skill?
Say you want to bet on horse racing.
 If you are a novice who has no idea about the game, you are less likely to win 

your wager as opposed to an experienced punter who knows what he is doing.
 The experienced punter may study the conditions of the horse and the form of th

e rider in order to make a calculated choice and wager his money based on skilfu

l deduction.
Card games such as Rummy and Teen Patti are also considered games of skill!
Therefore, we hope that sports betting can soon be recognized as a game of skill
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